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I am so happy to be sharing my passion for quilting with you! If you have any questions, please 

feel free to contact me at the email address listed above before or after class, or visit my blog 

for techniques and tutorials.  

My favorite rulers are by Lisa H. Calle, who has generously offered 15% off all items in her shop 

(excluding classes) with the code ML2018 through the end of October at lisahcalle.com 

 

Students are responsible for bringing the following: 

A sewing machine, all necessary cords and foot pedal, and manual 

A RULER FOOT THAT IS SUITABLE FOR YOUR MACHINE 

A 3" circle ruler 

A 6" circle ruler 

An arc ruler (preferably the ProEcho 9" ) 

A straight edge ruler (I prefer the ProEcho Mini) 

Note:  Both of these rulers are available from Lisa Calle at her website with the discount 

noted above: https://www.lisahcalle.com/shop/rulers.html) 

Extra sewing machine needles (size 80 or 90) for quilting 

Top and bobbin threads (can be any size, but 50 wt or thinner is better for ruler work) 

A notepad and pen or pencil for drawing and/or taking notes 

Thread snips 

Quilting gloves or similar (optional but helpful) 

A 36 x WOF piece of backing fabric and matching sized piece of batting  

A 24" x 24" piece of top fabric 

One 12" pieced block of your choice (this can be from an old project, or "made special" for this 

class.  

 

A sense of adventure 

A willingness to leave self-critique at the door 

If you have a thread or ruler you'd like to try, bring it along!  This is a great chance to experiment 

with an instructor in the room! 

 

********If you would like to take this class but are uncertain that you wish to purchase a ruler foot 

and rulers, you may (space permitting; class is limited to 20 attendees). You will learn all the 

basics you need to take home with you, and you can practice design work during class.******* 
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